Arctic Seafood from Northern Norway

Arena Nordland is frequently visited at the Seafood Expo Global. The reason is the fantastic seafood from the ice-cold Arctic.

Our slogan is Arctic Seafood from Northern Norway. Due to the cold and arctic climate, agriculture alone has never been sufficient to sustain life north of the polar circle. The people of Nordland have therefore always been dependent on the ocean for food and food production. The long tradition of relying on the ocean, has given us knowledge and experience to capture and produce on nature’s term and further refine excellent quality seafood. Sustainability is our inherited tradition and the reason why our seafood is world class and referred to as seafood’s Rolls Royce.

At the upcoming Seafood Expo Global, our stand will include a broad variety of exhibitors representing salmon, white fish, crabs, farmed fish, exporters, and port developers. Arena Nordland has a track record of quality and will continue to impress this year. Our team this year consists of Polar Quality, Nordlaks, Nor Seafood, Port of Sortland, Seafood Partners and Arctic Seafood. We also have a few exciting startups at Arena Nordland; Arctic Lumi, Norskin and Lofotteina.

As previous years, Arena Nordland also this year includes our own chef that will prepare delicious tastes demonstrating the nuances in our seafood in a new way.

Visit Arena Nordland on stand 501 in Hall 5.